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1.  Summary

“…it is hard to find what didn’t work. The artists 

were extremely flexible and in tune with the young 

people and their additional needs. They took on 

board that the young people need a ‘messy’ type of 

artform and really tapped into this. The artists have 

gone above and beyond at every level, being 

prepared for every session and constantly putting 

the young people at the heart of the project.” 

Partner Organisation lead worker, March 2022



Project Summary 

To facilitate and empower local artists to develop their socially 
engaged practice, enabling them to work in meaningful ways with 
young people and organisations that work with them across 
Greater Manchester.

llly

Making of Us was a two-year project funded by Greater Manchester Combined Authority’s Culture Fund. Devised by The Turnpike CIC, an 
independent art gallery, and delivered by a dedicated Making of Us project team through the Turnpike’s partnerships with Wigan Targeted 
Youth Support Services, True Colours CIC and new partner, The Together Trust.

The project focused on up-skilling and diversifying the artistic workforce through the delivery of socially engaged projects across Greater 
Manchester. The main aim was to trial a professional development pathway for artists that would make a significant and lasting impact on the 
lives of young people across Greater Manchester. 

Uniquely this programme included the opportunity for artists to put their developing skills into practice within a ‘live’ community project.

Activity took place across Wigan, North Manchester, Tameside and Stockport – areas of Greater Manchester that have experienced significant 
challenges before and during the Covid-19 pandemic.

This report brings together the successes, challenges and learning gained from this reflective based artist development programme. 

https://www.theturnpike.org.uk/


16 Artists

8 collaborative 
projects 

55 young people 
participants, with 

diverse needs 

17 CPD 
Days - 20 
sessions + 34 mentoring 

sessions

3 partner 
organisations 
- 5 locations 
across Gtr. 

Manchester

Dedicated 
project 
team

3 creative 
assistants

Making of Us in numbers

+ embedded 
evaluation activities 
with all involved in 
programme

All artists would recommend 
programme to others

All partner organisations want 
to carry on working with 

Making of Us artists

All projects were filmed 
by a video artist

1 project 
assistant



Making of Us in sound and vision
These 2-minute videos (click on image to play) provide a snapshot of the 8 projects undertaken by the artists after they had 
completed their professional development programme. The videos illustrate the collaborative nature of the projects, 
with the young people at the core.

Cohort 1 artists: December 2020 – June 2021

Working with young people 
at Wigan Targeted Youth 
Support Services (WTYSS)

Working with young people 
at True Colours CIC

Working with young people at 
Bridge College, Together Trust

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hzZcWbHI6MBJ9c_nJwprYwmDaVgNiIP7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J3uh7l2rFh4k-6-jQHcqH-rsc_Aq7NNv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wrDnuLfo0hTnVIX2mT1oGMJm9EtfQ5xy/view?usp=sharing


Cohort 2 artists: September 2021 – March 2022 

Working with 
young 
people at 
Wigan 
Targeted 
Youth 
Support 
Services 
(WTYSS) 

Working with young 
people at Ashcroft 
School, Together Trust 

Working with 
young 
people at 
True Colours 
CIC

Working with 
young people 
at Bridge 
College, 
Together 
Trust

Working with young 
people at Ashcroft School, 
Together Trust

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m2KWAH3jU_6FF9aYHrYSfv3akK5QExEP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v-yn0MErV8t-bOaXQjUw-OvG4NDTZZau/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qh6fZwBsG-pnmQBxs2nK3MbZmA8npv6V/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lnTpOPJMNi9LnBZwDSB9AmabTMbOUUCO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b978fWZQ19h72rMf_03LVlRBC85lsid7/view?usp=sharing


2. Story of 
Making of Us



The story of Making of Us
The Making of Us project came directly out of the Turnpike CIC’s core mission:
To remove barriers to participation and, to raise aspirations and resilience in local communities 
through the provision of high-quality collaborative art exhibitions, workshops and events.

With a strong track record of supporting individuals into creative and cultural careers, The Turnpike’s 
experience of delivering volunteer programmes, placements in partnership with schools, colleges and 
universities, and paid project apprenticeships was key to the development of the programme.

Making of Us enabled The Turnpike CIC to extend the reach of this aim and push boundaries in 
collaborative socially engaged arts practice with isolated and disadvantaged young people and 
communities. 

The programme was awarded a GMCA Culture Fund in Autumn 2019 but was delayed by 6 months 
due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The Turnpike CIC brought together their project partners; Together 
Trust, True Colours CIC and Wigan Targeted Youth Support Services to redesign the programme in 
light of Covid restrictions. 

The Making of Us programme was designed to address the lack of professional development 
opportunities for freelance artists who were already delivering socially engaged work. 

Following Covid-19 restrictions this was revised to include a focus on understanding the future 
of socially engaged practice in light of emerging digital and socially distanced approaches.



Setting up Making of Us

The Turnpike CIC brought together 3 project partners - Together Trust, 
True Colours CIC and Wigan Targeted Youth Support Services, all skilled 
in working with young people experiencing disadvantage. 

The development and delivery of Making of Us was led by a Project 
Team; including 2 Project Coordinators, 3 Creative Assistants & 1 Project 
Assistant (paid work placements), and an independent evaluator. 

They delivered a fully accessible recruitment pack and interview format 
for the artists. Alongside induction sessions for both the artists and 
partner organisations, working with them both to tailor the professional 
development programme to meet the needs of the artists and the young 
people they would co-create the projects with.



The programme brought 
together three key deliverables

1. Supporting professional 
development

2. Delivery of ‘live’ collaborative 
projects

3. Development of reflective 
practice

Aim
To provide 15-20 artists with a supportive and caring working environment in which to develop their socially engaged 
practice. Creating as safe and inclusive a space as possible by inviting artists to define their own terms and needs for 
access and inclusion within the recruitment and delivery of the programme. 

Participants
Making of Us opportunities were targeted at addressing inequality and increasing diversity in the cultural sector. 
Artist recruitment clearly stated this eligibility criteria. The programme engaged directly with young people (13-25 
years) who experience disadvantage, focusing on special educational needs and young people who are care 
experienced.

Delivery
The programme was delivered in two phases; with six artists in the first phase December 2020 – June 2021,  and ten 
in the second phase, September 2021 – March 2022. The first phase was aimed at mid-career socially engaged artists 
from diverse backgrounds living and working in Greater Manchester. 

After reviewing the first phase of the programme, the second phase was targeted at early to mid-career socially 
engaged artists and was actively promoted to artists who experience racism; identify with coming from a 
disadvantaged background; people who are D/deaf, disabled or neurodiverse; and people who identify as LGBTQIA+.

Evaluation
An external evaluator was recruited as part of the Making of Us Project Team, to embed continuous reflective 
practice from the outset. This enabled the programme to be extremely agile and respond to feedback almost 
immediately.

The programme

The following slide gives an overview of the project as a whole 



Project Team Artists
Professional development 
programme + mentoring 

Partner organisations Collaborative projects with young people

2 Project 
Coordinators 
(FS Creative)

3 x part time 
Creative 
Assistants  – 
early career 
placements 
(£1,000 bursary 
per assistant)

1 x Project 
Assistant 
(£3,000 bursary)

Hannah Gaunt, 
Learning & 
Engagement 
Manager, The 
Turnpike CIC

Freelance 
Evaluator 

16 artists 
a range of 
disciplines 
including 
photography, 
writing, 
visual/mixed 
media, music, 
film and 
dance. 

All based and 
working in 
Greater 
Manchester

20 x CPD sessions 
exploring relevant subjects 
including working with 
vulnerable young people, 
digital facilitation, 
co-creation/collaboration, 
total communication and 
managing challenging 
behaviours

34 x sessions 
with mentors from creative 
industries 

Peer-led knowledge 
exchange events 
with other artists in the 
cohort

Making of Us online 
platform 
using Slack. Providing 
resource materials, reading 
lists, training and work 
opportunities available 

The organisations support young people with a 
range of complex health and social needs

True Colours CIC supports young people and 
adults with autism and learning disabilities with 
autistic traits, working closely with their families 
and carers
https://www.truecolourscic.co.uk/

Wigan Targeted Youth Support Services (WTYSS) 
works with children and young people aged 8-18 
years to help them get back on track if they’re 
taking risks or experiencing difficulties
https://www.wigan.gov.uk/Resident/Health-Soci
al-Care/Children-and-young-people/Targeted-Ser
vices.aspx

Together Trust 
For 150 years they have been championing and 
caring for people with disabilities, autism and 
complex health needs and providing life changing 
support
https://www.togethertrust.org.uk/

8 projects working with 3 organisations who support young 
people with a wide range of complex health and social needs: 
Manchester - Bridge College (x2 projects)
Stockport - Ashcroft School, Cheadle 
Tameside - Ashcroft School, Droylsden 
Wigan - True Colours CIC & WTYSS (x4 projects)

Artists with different disciplines & practices were put into pairs, 
then paired with one of the partner settings to co-design and 
co-create a creative project with the partner staff team and a 
group of young participants (aged 13 - 25 years). 

Each project consisted of up to 8 collaborative workshops over a 
3-month period. 

Each artist was given a £2,000 bursary and allocated a small 
materials and travel budget. 

Throughout delivery artists were supported by staff at partner 
venues and the Making of Us Project Team. The Turnpike CIC staff 
assisted the artists who were delivering projects at their venue.

The collaborative projects gave artists the opportunity to work 
together to develop their practices and try out new skills and 
ideas.

Working across all areas - developing continuous reflective practice

Making of Us - Project Map

https://fscreative.co.uk/
https://www.truecolourscic.co.uk/
https://www.wigan.gov.uk/Resident/Health-Social-Care/Children-and-young-people/Targeted-Services.aspx
https://www.wigan.gov.uk/Resident/Health-Social-Care/Children-and-young-people/Targeted-Services.aspx
https://www.wigan.gov.uk/Resident/Health-Social-Care/Children-and-young-people/Targeted-Services.aspx
https://www.togethertrust.org.uk/


Key Deliverable 1. 
Supporting professional development

For the first cohort of artists the development programme was mainly delivered online due to Covid-19 restrictions. The second 
cohort were able to work face-to-face at the Turnpike CIC, though artists could join by Zoom if they couldn’t get to The Turnpike for any reason. 

During this time the Project Team organised the artists into pairs and allocated a partner setting to each pairing. The Team made these decisions 
based on observation of artists’ interactions with one another, the right combination of artistic practice and skill development needs. 

 

The main aim of the CPD (Continuing Professional Development) programme was to build skills and knowledge in 
social/community arts practice and to work with young people with specific additional needs.  

Working with the artists to develop the CPD programme the project team created an inclusive and accessible approach to 
learning and development. Following feedback from the artists a mentoring strand was incorporated to focus on developing 
the collaborative project and/or considering the potential long-term career and professional development for artists. Artists 
were able to put the CPD learning programme into practice by working with another artist on the co-design and co-creation 
of a collaborative project with participants from a partner organisation.

Key Outcomes
● Skills development
● Developing self-confidence
● Networking 
● Testing out new ideas
● Sharing ideas and arts practice
● Career development 

The 3 Making of Us Creative Assistants also 
actively participated in the professional 
development programme. 



As the CPD programme concluded, the artists began working on developing their collaborative projects and setting up inductions 
and project plans with their partner organisations. 

Each artist was given a £2,000 bursary, travel and subsistence expenses and a project materials budget to produce their joint project. 
Each partner organisation referred a class or group of young people. The projects took place over a three month period, providing up 
to eight workshops with these groups.

Key Deliverable 2. 
Delivery of ‘live’ collaborative projects

Key Outcomes
● Young people feel listened to and 

empowered
● Young people actively take part and have 

fun
● Increased self-confidence
● Interest in undertaking further art-based 

projects
● Developed their creative learning skills 
● 8 projects completed 

Filmmaker Carl Davies was commissioned to produce 
micro films for each collaborative project. These will be 
used by the artists as a record of the project and to 
profile their own practices, as well as forming part of a 
project archive that will be available on The Turnpike CIC 
legacy website as a resource.

All partner organisations stated that they wanted the creative projects to centre on giving their often marginalised young people a voice, and respecting their 
views, needs and interests.

The projects were designed to meet the needs of each partner organisation, including their methods of work and most importantly supporting the young 
people themselves. In the first phase of MoU, which began during Covid-19 lockdown restrictions, some of the collaborative projects began online. In phase two 
the projects were planned to coincide with the lifting of restrictions to enable face-to-face delivery. 



Key Deliverable 3. 
Development of reflective practice
To ensure reflective practice was embedded within all elements of the programme an independent evaluator was 
recruited as a key member of the Project Team. This enabled the project to remain agile and the project team to record 
and act on feedback as the programme was unfolding. 

Working with The Turnpike CIC, artists and partner organisations, the evaluator developed a project logic model to 
define and agree key outcomes for all involved. The model was reviewed and revised before the second phase allowing 
the project to stay on track, respond to feedback, as well as celebrating the progress, achievements and benefits to: 

○ Artists
○ Young people 
○ Partner organisations
○ The Turnpike staff & MoU Project Team
○ Wider Greater Manchester partners across cultural, NHS, social and learning organisations/settings

Key Outcomes
● Aims and objectives made and 

agreed jointly
● Feedback leads to changes as 

programme develops
● Reflective practice is 

embedded into artists’ future 
practice

As part of the reflective process artists were provided with resources and a series of one-to-one sessions to help them 
document and reflect on their own journey through the project. 

The evaluator was available throughout the project and shared practical ideas and help to gain and use feedback from 
the young people and partner organisations. 



3. Reflective
Review

“I want to make clear how important the project has 

been to me…the one thing that had kept me positive. 

All my working life I’ve felt like an outsider. This 

project has come just at the right time for me and it 

has made me feel ready and equipped to move to the 

next stage of my career/life.” Artist, June 2021

Participant feedback 
session May 2021



Reflective Evaluation 
The Making of Us project used reflective practice across the programme to help increase self-awareness, develop 
creative thinking skills and encourage active engagement in work processes, as well as creating a greater sense of 
understanding of how different approaches to working practices can affect those involved.

The following methods were used and proved to be a great way to create ongoing reflections, whilst providing an 
effective record of the programme:

For Artists:
● Feedback sheets, phone or online chats 
● Peer reflection 
● Reflective journals
● Tailored resources - practical guides, templates and tried & tested tips in gaining feedback 

from young people

For Young People:
● Pre-project introductory sessions  
● Short creative fun based feedback sessions after every workshop
● End of project focus groups 

For Partner Organisations:
● Short but regular feedback /planning chats with artists (email/face to face/phone)
● Focus group sessions with young people and/or feedback chats with evaluator 

“The robust reflective evaluation 
undertaken meant that by the end 
there was very little criticism, as issues 
were discussed and resolved as they 
arose.” Turnpike Project Lead



Reflective Practice in action 

Phase One

A lot of time taken up 
with logistics

Fixed dates/time

Huge leap from CPD 
programme to ‘live 
project’

Regular feedback showed 
the need for mentoring

Review & Revision for 
Phase 2

Dates fixed for CPD 
programme 

Mentoring starts up as 
artists begin live projects

One-to-one sessions for 
artists arranged

Phase Two

Check in and check out 
introduced

Session leaders made 
fully aware of specific 
needs of all artists

Session information is  
readily available in 
different formats

All dietary requirements 
are catered for

For Future Phases

Be ready to tweak 
development 
programme and 
session delivery to 
meet particular needs 
of each cohort

Develop a plan for 
regular 
communication and 
updates

 
“Thank you for listening to previous feedback and applying it as we go.” Artist, July 2022

Project Coordinators were sent artist feedback after each professional development workshop, enabling them to revise elements for 
forthcoming sessions.



Capturing the artists’ Making of Us journey 
Artists used a variety of ways to capture 
and reflect on their own progress, 
including:
➔ Blogs/diaries/notebooks
➔ Audio blogs
➔ Diagrams/plans
➔ Photo sheets

Artists were encouraged and assisted to use reflective journals and regular 
peer-to-peer evaluation to enable them to record their personal progress and 
record their ideas and activities for future reflection.

This proved to be extremely beneficial to the artists and the projects as a whole, 
as they gained confidence in working flexibly and developing a range of activities 
and ideas they could have ready to use at an instant.

It enabled them to review and revise the projects as they delivered them taking 
into account the needs, ideas and moods of the young people, which could 
change from session to session.

It also allowed artists to learn from each other’s practices and try out new ideas in 
a safe and supportive environment. 

“It’s been good to document the process and think about what works with the 

group and what doesn’t…As the group were so positive about any ideas we 

presented it was tricky to try to decipher what they would prefer to do but got 

used to using more subtle cues, like how focused they were on an activity also 

using stickers with emojis on helped! “

MAKING OF US REFLECTIONS “Today was 
our eighth and final session. I was looking forward to 
the end of this project – not because I haven’t enjoyed 
it but because I’m happy to be moving forwards and 
building on everything I’ve learned… We repeated 
our cyanotype session. There’s something about this 
process which suited the group – I think because you 
see a result quite fast and there are lots of different 
steps”.

“It was a good time to start on a reflective based project, as everyone had 

gone through lots of reflection in the last year due to the pandemic.”

https://www.ciaraleeming.co.uk/making-of-us-reflections-session-8/


Focussing on young people’s feedback and ideas

A range of creative feedback methods were 
used to make them accessible to all the young 
people involved, many of whom had special 
learning needs, were neurodivergent or had 
specific communication needs.

“We used a collaborative game to facilitate the 
reflective process by making it fun and 
engaging. Each young person had a piece of 
string tied to an elastic band, the aim was to 
select and lift a cup as a team which then 
revealed a reflective question that we worked 
through together." Artist, February 2022

“Loved doing reflection with the group, tried 
‘egg box ideas generator’, will definitely be 

using it again!” Artist March 2022

Artists undertook regular, short, fun feedback sessions with participants. As the 
artists developed their skills and confidence this included observational evaluation 
as the sessions developed, enabling the artists to review and revise projects as 
they were delivered. 

Focus group sessions took place with the young people who attended the first 
phase projects and the same questions were asked to young people via partner 
organisation staff in the second phase.

The feedback from the participants was overwhelmingly positive, with all young 
people saying they wanted to have regular sessions with artists, develop their 
skills and try out new techniques and arts practice.
 
The only negative feedback was that the projects were not long enough.
Plus a couple of artists’ voices were very quiet and sometimes there was too much 
eye contact. 



Reflective practice in action-Partner organisations

● Gave a more in-depth induction to the artists and considered how young people would 
need a steer on the project to develop

● Chose an already established group of 12 young people  
● Gave artists space in local community venue where the young people regularly meet, 

and carers were happy to travel to 
● Worked with artists and the young people to explore a subject that many care 

experienced young people could be anxious about

Project workshops 
responded to participants’ 
feedback, such as providing 
protective clothing to do 
messy activities. 

“Mook, Fylthe and Other Vyle 

Things became a journey through 

the history of poo and a 

celebration of its mucky yuckiness 

and how it ties all of humanity 

together. The project ended with 

an installation where the young 

people could show visitors their 

slimy and smelly art creations.”

“The artists were extremely flexible and in tune with the young people and their 
additional needs. They took on board that the young people need a ‘messy’ type of 
artform and really tapped into this. The artists have gone above and beyond at every 
level, being prepared for every session and constantly putting the young people at the 
heart of the project.” WTYSS Lead worker, March 2022

The two projects undertaken with Wigan Targeted Youth Support Services (WTYSS) benefited from working with the 
same lead youth worker (working with care experienced young people). 

They put their own reflective feedback into action for the second project:

“Working with the skilled and experienced 
WTYSS worker, was fantastic as she was 
really flexible, trusted us and had such a 
do-able attitude.” Artists, February 2022

The artists are already 
working with WTYSS on a 
joint funding application to 
develop the project further.



Reflective Practice - The Impact
➔ All key outcomes were met for artists, young people and partner organisations, and all want to see Making of Us 

programme to be developed

➔ The tailored development programme provided measurable benefits for all involved

➔ All artists stated they had all gained by working collaboratively with an artist who had a different artistic practice 
than theirs and were keen to develop joint projects in the future

➔ All artists stated that the sessions with their mentors were incredibly useful. The mentors provided practical 
advice, as well as pushing them in developing their projects

➔ All artists highly rated the supportive and extremely proactive Project Team, with most artists stating that all their 
needs had been met on the project, and this had been a first for them

➔ All young people who participated and the three partner organisations involved want to continue working with 
professional artists

➔ All partner organisations stated that all their young people had gained confidence & skills and enjoyed being at the 
core of a project, from start to finish

➔ All but one artist said they had gained what they wanted from the project with most artists stating it had exceeded 
their expectations

➔ All but one artist undertook reflective practice and stated they were going to continue using it in their work

➔ A number of artists are continuing to work with their partner organisation, have undertaken further work with 
other artists in their cohort and have gained further work shared through the Making of Us network

➔ Two artists stated they had applied and been successful in gaining new work which they wouldn’t have had the 
confidence to apply for before undertaking the Making of Us project

➔ One partner was so pleased with their first project at one of their colleges that they put forward two of their other 
sites in Greater Manchester for Phase Two of the programme

➔ The Project Team successfully navigated the programme through the Covid-19 pandemic 

“We are going to put our Making of Us 
projects forward for a National Association 
for Special Educational Needs Award 
(NASEN)” Head Teacher, Bridge College



4. 

“I have learnt so much 
from the artists and I am 
going to add this to my 
lesson plans and will be 
sharing with all the staff.”
SEND teacher, May 2021

Learning



Learning in all areas “Get to know your artist partner, 

spend time with them and discuss 

how you want to collaborate on the 

project. And use your own initiative 

to connect with the other artists on 

the project, especially if you want to 

discuss your practices.” 

Artist, June 2021

As reflective practice was embedded in the project from the start it was clear to see that feedback and learning were active 
considerations for all participants in this project. From the Artists, tasked to use the feedback and learning from their CPD sessions 
in the development of their collaborative projects, through to the Project Team who used feedback from artists and partners to 
develop the delivery methods of the programme to meet needs and support inclusion and accessibility. 

All partners fed back on the importance of collaborative working and the safe space this enabled across the project. From wrap 
around care for all the artists, ‘buddying’ support for new creative assistant placements, and varied levels of mentoring activities. 

“I learnt to let go, focus on 
the young people - who 
must enjoy what they are 
doing. I was surprised, but 
loved that I learnt so much 
from the young people.” 
Artist, March 2022

Practical learning that led to success:
Professional Development Programme:

● Workshops work best when they are practical and hands on, feature a range of delivery styles and have regular comfort breaks as 
well as a dedicated breakout space. Logistics and planning need to be confirmed and dates sent out at recruitment stage. 

● Sessions need to include a check in and check out to establish how people are feeling
● Having access to a mentor was a vital component for artists 

Collaborative Projects:
● Need to develop regular communication with partner organisations, and confirm all staff working on the projects are fully versed 

in the project’s aims and roles within it
● Include time at the start of the project for artist pairs to get to know each other and to work on ideas enabling greater collaboration
● Partner organisations had different levels of understanding of participatory arts and the overall project, meaning each artist pair had a 

different experience. Providing support via a dedicated project team helped artists be flexible and agile in response
Creative Assistants: 

● These roles provided early career artists with a range of relevant ‘on the job’ skills development and experience, as well as 
gaining work contacts and networks - achieving another key project aim to support the development of creative opportunities

● Need to develop clearer role descriptions 
Management of the Project: 

● Due to the intensity of the project and its fast pace, the Project Coordinators and Evaluator took more time than expected or
contracted to complete the project 

● FS Creative led as Project Coordinators and agreed it would have been challenging for one person to deliver the project on their own, 
due to the commitment needed to support the artists



“Coming from different professional and artistic backgrounds, working 
together as a pair provided an interesting and challenging learning journey 
for us both.[...] The scheme itself allowed time and space for us to reflect, 
both individually and together, and provided us with new connections, 
networks, stimuli and ideas to develop in our own personal practice.

“Working with True Colours was a very special experience for us, and it was 
a privilege to see the learners grow in confidence and skill week after week 
through the project. Artistically, the learners and staff created some 
wonderful artistic outputs, and we really hope that this project has provided 
a 'flavour' of artistic possibility and that this may inspire further projects in 
the future!” Artist, June 2021 “Being part of The Making of Us was a brilliant 

learning process that offered me time to reflect 

and to grow as an artist. The experience has 

helped me to become clearer of my values as a 

practitioner, feel more focused in what I would 

like to pursue and given me some practical 

skills in order to do so. 

“Collaborating with another artist was brilliant 

and has inspired me to continue to create 

collaborative opportunities in the future. 

Together I feel we challenged each other to 

unpack what socially engaged practice really 

meant to us and how we can collaborate with 

participants to create valuable creative 

experiences.” Artist, May 2021

Thumbs Up

         Artists                                         👍                   Participants /
                                                                             Partner Organisations

“Felt so supported”

“Greatly increased my confidence”

“Mentoring really pushed us to 
develop”

“Relevant, engaging, useful”

“Developed skills and practical 
experience I’m now using in my job”

“Reflective practice enabled the 
artists to recognise success and 
achievement throughout”

[The artists] “were really great to 
work with, kind, fun and listened to 
what we wanted to do”

“Learnt to try things out - everyone 
can be creative”

“Artists gave a voice to young 
people”

“Great for building young people's 
confidence”

“Developing peer to peer learning 
[between young people]”



When things didn’t go to plan
As with any project there were some elements of Making of Us that were not as successful as others. As explored earlier, a unique aspect of 
this programme was the use of reflective practice, which allowed the more challenging elements of the programme to be useful and 
supportive experiences to add to each stakeholder’s development.

“Projects needed 
to be longer” 
Partner organisation

Practical learning to support challenges and change

➔ Factoring in flexibility: One artist pairing decided that due to a combination of issues they would deliver separate workshops and not combine their 
practices. The Turnpike staff and Project Team facilitated the artists to deliver their project at the Turnpike and worked with the partner organisation 
to develop awareness & understanding of the potential of participatory arts.

➔ Clear communication: For one artist pairing in the second cohort, their partner organisation was not fully aware of, or set up for delivering a Making 
of Us project, which led to the artists feeling anxious and at times unsafe. This called for an intervention by the project team to allow the artists to 
communicate their issues directly with the organisation. At the end of the project these artists felt they had gained enormously from their 
experience and probably would not change it. They have since used their experience in other projects, including calling out issues when they arise to 
make sure their needs are met as well as the participants.

➔ Including individual response: One artist did not engage in any of the reflective elements of the project including the mentoring. However they 
clearly stated that they enjoyed the opportunity to network with other artists and to deliver a project where young people were the focus. Their 
artist partner worked with the Project Team and a mentor to develop their individual reflective practice.

➔ Pandemic problems: Covid-19 did continue to have an effect throughout the project, with participants, artists and programme deliverers having to 
isolate and miss elements. A number of projects had sessions delayed due to further restrictions which lost the momentum for some of the young 
people and artists. The number of young people participating, over the 2 years, was reduced from 75 to 55 to accommodate Covid-19 restrictions 
with all partner organisations referring smaller groups so the artists were able to develop projects with young people with complex needs.

➔ Developing delivery: Initially the project was intended to conclude with a one day conference with key stakeholders. However, the closure of The 
Turnpike CIC impacted these plans. In place of a conference, an end-of-project event was delivered for all 16 participating artists to share their 
learning and strengthen their networks. In addition to this, all the project films, a database of all artist participants and the evaluation report will 
be disseminated online, via The Turnpike CIC legacy website and Greater Manchester based arts and cultural organisations and networks.



Impact Wheel 
Artists’ top tips in developing truly collaborative projects 

Enables you to
● Develop skills & knowledge together in an open & 

honest way
● Share practices & active network of co-workers
● To have someone to bounce ideas off / have your 

back
● Find complementary working practices and share 

resources, ideas, skills, networks
● Try out project/ session ideas together
● Creates a safe space with like-minded people, in a 

non-competitive atmosphere 
● Develop lots of tools & resources
● Enjoy the invitation to play, explore & develop

Be open to 
● Change & allow participants to shape ideas and 

projects
● Not delivering a perfect session - it's about 

creating a safe space to enable spontaneity 
● Developing at the participants’ pace
● Not delivering a finished product - concentrate on 

making, playing and trying things out
● Finding ways to support the group to develop 

based on their needs 
● Knowledge exchange - participants helping you 

shape your practice & activities 

  Use reflective practice to
● Embrace challenges as a learning experience
● Actively develop / improve your practice
● Learn boundaries & good practice for yourself & 

your participants
● Develop confidence for your own ideas/ practice
● Support your creative, access & emotional needs
● Own what does not work & actively make 

changes & improvements

It is essential to
● Build a relationship with the organisation & all 

the staff who will be supporting you
● Arrange inductions with the organisation and 

participants in their own spaces
● Define & agree roles & communication formats 

together
● Ask for support - you are not alone & everyone 

wants to see you succeed
● Develop trust & respect for others



Project Team - Top Tips 

★ Start with a fully inclusive and easy to access recruitment pack, which is promoted through as many diverse channels as possible. 

★ Provide and adhere to an Access Rider and work with participants in developing a tailored Comfort, Respect & Access Guide, to make everyone feel 
included and fully supported.

★ Early career placements are a great asset to the Team, providing energy, ideas and assistance in all areas of the project. In turn they gain transferable 
skills, self-confidence, networking opportunities and awareness of importance of inclusive, accessible working.

★ Make sure enough time and resources are allocated to set up of the project, with as much of the logistics agreed in advance of project start (eg. dates, 
times, venues, dietary/catering requirements).

★ Introductions and inductions are crucial for everyone involved in the project.

★ Make sure everyone is signed up to collaborative learning, reflective practice and that the creative process is the focus and not the delivery of an end 
product.

★ Set up regular communication with partner organisations and assist them to cascade down aims and objectives of the project and their roles in it,  to all 
relevant staff, support workers and volunteers.

★ Project team needs to be in regular contact with each other to share ideas, solve issues as they arise and have a safe and open sharing space.

★ Having an evaluator on the team allows you to embed reflective practice enabling you to be agile and adapt quickly, as well as recognising and 
celebrating the impact and achievements as the project progresses.

“I was treated like an equal 
member of the team. Having my 

ideas taken on board  greatly 
increasing my confidence.” 

Creative Assistant, May 2021 



5. Going
Forward

“They (the artists) adapted their 

sessions to our learners, we don’t 

usually get this! This programme 

needs to be rolled out to all 

artists/organisations who want to 

deliver to our young people.”

Head Teacher, Partner Organisation, 

March 2022



Recommendations for developing future projects

Professional Development Programme Collaborative Projects Management of Project 

● A number of the CPD sessions to be run for 

artists and partner organisation staff to 

attend together, including joint funding, 

commissioning and crucially a joint planning 

session

● At least one CPD session to be integrated into 

the collaborative project delivery

● Artists should be buddied up with artists who 

have already completed the programme and 

worked with the same or similar partner 

organisations

● Mentor sessions should be cemented as a 

bridge between the CPD work and the setting 

up and delivery of the project

● Introduce a selection of ‘fidgets’ to use at all 

sessions / meetings, as well as break 

out/quiet space

● Project induction on participatory arts for 

partner organisations – include 

representatives from original partners and 

cohorts of artists 

● During the collaborative project delivery 

include at least 2 or 3 informal sessions (face 

to face and/or online) with all the artists to 

share practice, issues and ideas

● Partner organisations to pursue artist led – 
co-produced activity with young people to 
become embedded into their core offer.

○ Leigh based organisations wants Wigan 
Council to assist them to achieve this 
and continue to be able to use The 
Turnpike spaces

● Ensure at least 2 project coordinators manage 
the project, due to its intensive and fast paced 
nature

● Increase time allocated to project coordinators 
and evaluator to enable them to meet the needs 
of the diverse range of artists, and act on their 
feedback as it arises

● Add more opportunities for entry level artists
● Ensure there is time to assist artists in 

establishing easy to use, accessible peer to peer 
sharing and collaborating opportunities

● Consider a new role for the Creative Assistant to  

help artists set-up and run an online network 

● Continue the development of inclusive and 

accessible recruitment and promotion of the 

opportunity to artists across Greater Manchester 

The Project was deemed an overriding success by all involved, who were keen to see it continue and be developed further, taking into account the following recommendations:



What next for Making of Us?

Capitalise on the momentum gained and roll out the Making of Us model to develop a pool of experienced socially 
engaged artists to deliver participatory creative projects in community arts, health and culture settings across 
Greater Manchester. 
 
Explore the potential of working with partner organisations to measure the impact of the programme on the skills 
development and health and wellbeing of young people with complex needs who are often marginalised by society. 

Wigan Council’s Cultural Team to consider ways of continuing to work with the Making of Us artists and Wigan based partner 
organisations to embed high quality participatory arts in community learning settings. 

“Collaborating with another artist was brilliant and 

has inspired me to continue to create collaborative 

opportunities in the future. Together I feel we 

challenged each other to unpack what socially 

engaged practice really meant to us and how we 

can collaborate with participants to create valuable 

creative experiences.” Artist, 2021

 “The people who get 
the most out of arts 

are the ones that 
make them.”

Grayson Perry, 2020

“Had a transformative impact 

on my own practice.”

“The project has shaped our own 

company and our own 

interpersonal learning.” 

Project Team members, March 2022



Making Of Us Family
Artists Project Team The Turnpike CIC

Abigail Betton Laura Negus Deb Walker Brit Seaton

Andee Collard Marge Bradshaw Elena Brearley Charlotte Yeung

Anna FC Smith Megan Holland Emma Fry Hannah Gaunt

Chris Alton Mei Yuk Wong Hannah Gaunt Helen Stalker

Ciara Leeming Rachel Mason Laura Makin Wayne Reedman

Ella Deacy Rory Aaron Shelley Cater-Shipway

Jamie-Lee Wainman Sarah Atter Sophie Strain

Josie Hepplewhite Shonagh Short Carl Davies

Partner Organisations

Chris Gallagher - Ashcroft School, Droylsden, Together Trust 

Alison Lawrence - Ashcroft School, Cheadle, Together Trust 

Jonah Stancombe & Elizabeth Robinson - Bridge College, Together Trust 

Marian Milling & Leanne Cozens - True Colours CIC

Paula Richmond, Lydia Naylor & Sam Garvie - Wigan Targeted Youth Support Services

Thanks to the 19 Mentors and Facilitators who supported the project

And of course all the young participants who were at the heart of the Making of Us project.



 “The people who get the most out of arts are 
the ones that make them.”

Grayson Perry, 2020

“Art should be yours not 
scripted - Art is your art.”
Young participant, 2021

“This is how all such 
programmes should be run” 

Making of Us artist, 2021 



This report was produced by Deb Walker, April 2022, 
with lots of help from the Making of Us project team, 
artists, young people and partner organisations.

Useful links:

Making of Us Website
includes Making of Us 
Artist Database

And a great big 
welcome to 

our 3 Making 
of Us babies! “Great to be validated and 

encouraged by mentor - 
Play is art and art is play.”
Making of Us artist, 2022

https://www.theturnpike.org.uk/makingofus

